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affiliated with any website in any way. We are not responsible for the content. You are responsible for the download. Download the Central Park PDF for FreeCentral Park is Guillaume Musso's 11th novel, published in 2014.Central Park is an unpredictable and upsetting story, a psychological thriller that keeps in the
breath until a stunning finale. The end of the novel is completely unexpected. Guillaume Musso said: The idea of waking up side by side, handcuffed by a man and a woman who do not know each other and who do not know about the circumstances that led them there, in my head for a long time. I first thought about it
three years ago while in Hong Kong. I wanted to set myself a kind of task: from the very beginning to immerse my heroes in a seemingly inexhaustible situation and forbid me any tricks to pull them out. That is to build a plot that is only rational and does not like any supernatural spring, as is sometimes the case in some
of my previous novels. I quickly wrote the beginning of this story, but it remained in my drawers for over a year and a half until I came up with an idea strong enough to develop this original concept. Leaving the public garden, Alice and Gabriel led to CentralPark West, a avenue that ran along the park. They took a few
steps along the sidewalk and immediately felt drawn into the city stream: Klaxon strikes, yellow taxis speeding towards Midtown, apostrophes of hot dog invaders, the sound of jackhammers road workers repaired pipes. I know there's evidence in front of me, and that confidence makes melee life. If we don't arrest him,
he's going to keep killing. Once, twice, ten times... He's careful, invisible, elusive. He leaves no trace, no fingerprints or DNA. No one can explain why the four victims opened the door to the unsuspecting, at an hour already well advanced in the evening. We have nothing but vague testimony causing a man in a black
helmet and to run on a three-wheeled scooter as there are thousands in the Parisian region. She blinked several times to dispel tears in her eyes, and took a few steps towards Gabriel. It en le tirant par lebras. Je vous rappelle qu'on a la police aux trousses! D'un geste достаточно, ле magicien retira са плащ и envoya
сын haut-deformesur l''Тагер де де де-дегименты.- Mandrake vous salue bien бас ! Lanya-t-il-en-tyrant sa-reverres sau-lesriers et le applauds gamins. Titre de livre: Central Park.Auteur (s): Guillaume Musso.Categorize (s): Litt'reature. Genre: Roman.Collection: Hors collection. Pages: 181 Pages.Edition: XO
Editions.ISBN: 0.T'l'rik central park pdf gratuitementArticles similaires Page 2 C Central Park, Guillaume Musso makes a meeting between two strangers. It brings the reader to the strongest emotions with which we can feel a tense battle. One morning she wakes up, Alice Schaefer, a police officer in a Paris criminal
group, discovers that she is in the woods, handcuffed by an unknown person. The collar of the shirt she was wearing had a strange blood stain, the familiar Sig Sauer rifle disappeared, not the Glock 22. After the awakening of Gabriel Kane, who was handcuffed to her, and a jazz pianist, Alice learned an incredible truth:
she was not in France, but in New York, eight hours flight from Paris. How do these two strangers get here in Central Park? When one man confirmed that last night he went to the Champs-Elysees to party with his girlfriends. And another made sure I was playing music last night at a bar in Dublin. No money, no cell
phone, all the IDs are gone; These two strangers are in a very dangerous situation and they have only one way to work together. Hint they have only a sequence of scribbling numbers written on Alice's hand and a sequence of numbers engraved on Gabriel's hand. They felt more dangerous when they discovered that
someone had secretly attached a GPS tracker to their shoes and jacket. The evidence is gradually flipped, all of which make Alice think of a name: Eric Vaughn. He's the dangerous killer who caused a series of murders in Paris three years ago. But who did Eric Vaughn do it? And is Gabriel really trustworthy? Alice
should work with him anyway, because that's the only option Your. The more is investigated, the more terrible secrets are gradually revealed. Where is Alice really the enemy to fight? Central Park is an uncoordly soulful detective novel and romantic story. The location of situations in a reasonable, multi-layered lange
helped the work to have unexpected nodes attractive to the reader. The author skillfully weaves the past and the present, creating a multidimensional, cinematic space for work. Read Guillaume Musso's novels, which remind readers of classic detective films directed by Alfred Hitchcock, such as Dial M for Murder, Rear
Window or Spycho. Guillaume Musso, born in 1974 in Antibes (Eastern France), is now a teacher in economics. Passionate about literature from an early age, he set about writing while sitting at the university's lecture chair. The literature of Guillaume Musso is compared with the perfect combination of Mark Levy and
Stephen King, bold colors, attractive, unexpected and romantic enchanting, approaching the depth of every human soul. Guillaume Musso's iconic works are: Galliaume Musso's work has been translated into several languages, and some of them have been removed. Guillaume Musso is now considered a bestseller of
French literature. Oh yes! Gabriel exclaims, while Alice's face seems surprised. Even if the truth is unacceptable, there is no doubt about it now. They woke up in the middle of Clam Du, the wild location of Central Park. The original 15-hectare forest extends north of the lake. Their hearts were in the same pulse,
pounding their chests. Approaching the shores of the lake, they walked along a busy path typical of the bright atmosphere of the park in the early morning. Fitness jogging devotees get along with cyclists, Tai Chi pupils and dog walkers. The characteristic sound world of the city seems to suddenly explode in the ears: the
sound of noisy motion, car horn, sirens of fire engines and police cars. It's crazy, Alice exclaims softly. Feeling unstable, she tries to think. You want to take This Gabriel and you were both too drunk last night, to the point where you forgot what happened last night. But it's hard to imagine people being able to get them on
a plane. Alice often travels to New York for summer holidays with Seymour, her colleague and best friend. She knew that the Paris-New York flight lasted just over eight hours, but because of the time zone difference, the two were only two hours apart. When they flew together, Seymour often booked a flight at 8:30 a.m.
at Charles de Gaulle Airport, landing in New York at 10:30 a.m. She also remembers that the last long-haul flight usually departs from Paris before 8pm at a time. And last night at 8:00, you were still in Paris. Then Gabriel and I must have been on a private jet. Let's say they caught you on a plane at 2 a.m. in Paris, and
you're going to New York at 4:00 a.m. local time. Enough to wake up in Central Park at 8:00. In terms of paperwork, this can't happen. In fact, it's a different matter. Even on a private flight, the administrative procedures for entering the United States are long and complex. None of this fits. Oops, I'm sorry! A young man in
skates just shoved them straight. Just apologized, the guy just looked at the cuffs with stunned eyes and doubts. Alice's mind flashes an alarm. We can't stay here, undetected in front of curious people, she warns. In less than a minute, the police will come and arrest us. Do you have any ideas? Take my hand, come on!
I don't know what you're doing. ... You were invited to read Central Park by Guillaume Musso. Musso. guillaume musso central park pdf gratuit. central park guillaume musso pdf gratuit romana. guillaume musso livre pdf gratuit central park. telecharger central park guillaume musso pdf gratuit. guillaume musso central
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